SLIM Applications
LL Navigator™ is a browser-based tool to boost user performance for OpenText
Content Server or OpenText Livelink®. The tool mimics Windows Explorer and allows
users to execute 80 % of their regular tasks in a highly efficient way. Users can create
new items such as documents, folders, E-mail folders and compound documents
using standard Livelink / Content Server forms. LL Navigator allows users to toggle
back and forth to the standard view to perform less frequent tasks such as view an
item’s audit details. The figure below shows LL Navigator during the uploading of a
folder containing multiple documents.

LL Navigator features
Intuitive user interface
Windows Explorer like interface
for Content Server in a browser.
Core functionalities
Allows creating of documents,
compound documents, E-mail
folders and folders. Support for
categories and versioning.
Extended functionalities
Upload files or complete folder
structures using drag and drop.
Copy or Move content using drag
and drop. Automatic extraction
of email metadata from Outlook
msg files. Download & Zip
folders.

LL Navigator allows users to upload multiple documents using drag and drop. Chrome
and Opera also support drag and drop of folder structures. Drag and drop can also be
used to move or copy items within Content Server. LL Navigator automatically
extracts email metadata from Outlook msg files. It is also possible to download
multiple documents to the desktop or download multiple levels into a zip file.
LL Navigator has been built with performance as a key characteristic. Typical
operations like browsing a folder result in 60 % less network traffic than the standard
Content Server browser interface. Caching provides users with a highly responsive
user interface to minimize waiting times. LL Navigator uses multiple parallel
processes. Service degradation can be avoided by throttling the number of parallel
processes and the maximum file size.
Organisations can reduce the complexity of their IT landscape and/or operational
costs by replacing Enterprise Connect / WebDAV by deploying LL Navigator. LL
Navigator also enables extranet users to work more efficiently and addresses
performance issues for users connecting to Content Server under constrained
network conditions. “Download & Zip” allows users to download content in a highly
efficient way.
Deployment of LL Navigator is very easy since it consists of a single HTML file (240 kB)
and does not require any software installation on the server or user’s computer. LL
Navigator uses HTML5 and the current version supports Chrome, Opera, FireFox and
Internet Explorer 10 and 11. LL Navigator supports Livelink 9.7.0, Livelink 9.7.1,
Content Server 10.0 and Content Server 10.5.

Performance
Supports parallel processes,
caching and reduces network
load by 50 – 90 % for common
operations. Efficient access to
nested content via Favourites.
Deployment
Very easy to deploy since it
requires no software installation.
Security
Uses Content Server permissions
and supports all authentication
mechanisms.
Licensing
Flexible licensing model to meet
your needs.
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